Introduction
The real Jacobian conjecture [7] is the analog of the Keller problem [2, 4, 
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Since it is known that injective polynomial maps are surjective (see [S, S] ; A. Bore1 generalized that to real algebraic varieties) the conclusion of the conjecture would have followed from injectivity of F. Recently the real conjecture was shown to be false by Pinchuk [6] . His nice counterexample is of a polynomial map (P, Q) which consists of two polynomials in the ring R [t, h, f] where t=XY-1, h=t(Xt+l), .f=(Xt+l)"(h+l)/X.
It is arranged so that J(P, Q) is a sum of three squares of polynomials that have no common zero and hence it is always positive. Pinchuk uses a geometrical argument in order to show that his map is not injective.
A well-known theorem of Hadamard [3] gives a necessary and sufficient condition on a local diffeomorphismf:
R" + R" to be a global diffeomorphism.
A corollary of Hadamard's result is that in order to show thatfis a global diffeomorphism it suffices to exclude the existence of asymptotic values for f: We will call that 'Hadamard's condition'. Definition 1. A point X0 E R" is called an asymptotic value offif there exists a curve 0(t) = (X,(t), . . . ,X,(t)), 0 I t I CG, that extends to co such that lim f(a(t)) = X0. t -u5 a(t) is called an asymptotic curve of.5
Iff= (fi, . . . ,fn) and X0 = (Xoi, ,X0,) then we say that X,j is an asymptotic value of the functionfj, .i = 1, . n.
Returning to the construction of Pinchuk, we can view it now in the light of Hadamard's theorem as follows: Let us consider the following birational map, We will say that the polynomials in I(R) satisfy an asymptotic identity with respect to the rational map R(X, Y ). If(P, Q) is any pair of polynomials in I(R) then the map that they induce satisfies the following double asymptotic identity: and its Y-finite asymptotic values are exactly the images of A(0, Y) (Theorem 2). We note that Pinchuk's polynomials satisfy the simplest such asymptotic identity, with the parameters k = 1, N = 2, Ai = 1. This result is more or less common knowledge. We indicate a proof for the real case that relies on the order in R (as opposed to the standard derivations over an algebraically closed field; see [lo, p. 98 ; I]).
R(X, Y) = (X-',X + X'Y).

Let us denote by Z(R) = I(R(
Finally, we give a structure theorem (Theorem 3) to the variety of all the asymptotic values of a polynomial map F : R2 --f R2 that satisfies the Jacobian condition.
A reduction to the X-or Y-finite case
Definition 2. An asymptotic curve a(t) = (X(t), Y(t)), 0 I t < x, of a polynomial
The corresponding asymptotic value is called an X-finite (Y-finite) asymptotic value.
Definition 3. A continuous
real valued function g : [0, cc) --f R is said to be almost monotonic if for any r,, E R there is a T(r,) such that g(t) # r. for t > T(r,).
Remark 1. If g is almost monotonic then lim,, m g(t)
exists. It might be a or -x.
Proposition 1. Letf: R2 + R 2 he u polynomial map that satisJies the Jacobian condition V(X, Y) E R2, det J(.f')( X, Y) # 0
Let o(t) = (X(t), Y(t)), 0 I t < x, be an asymptotic curue off: Then X(t) and Y(t) are almost monotonic.
Proof. Let us prove that Y(t) is almost monotonic. We assume in order to get a contradiction that there is an I',, E R and a sequence 0 < tl < t2 < ... < tj + cc such that
Since lim,, m 11 c(t) 11 2 = TX it follows that
Let us represent the polynomial coordinates off(X, Y) as polynomials in X.
Since the limit lim P(X(tj), Y(t,)) = lim p(X(ti),r,) j-m j-I exists and is finite, it follows by (1) that P,(r()) = .'. = P1(r,,) = 0.
Similarly we obtain for Q(X, Y) Qm(ro) = ... = Q1(rO) = 0.
But this implies that det J(f)(X,r")
= 0 which contradicts the assumption on f(X, Y). 0
Proposition 2. Let f: R 2 -+ R 2 ..f'( X. Y) = (P(X, Y ), Q(X, Y )) be a polynomial map that satisfies the Jacobian condition V(X, Y) E R2, det J(f)(X, Y) # 0
and also satis$es
Then any as\?mptotic value off is either X-finite or Y-finite.
Proof. Let a(t) = (X(t), Y(t)), 0 I t < 3=, be an asymptotic curve of ,f: Then by Proposition 1 the limits lim,, _, X(t), lim,, Cx, Y(r) exist. By (2), however, one of these limits must be finite. 0
Definition4.
Letf: R2 + RZ,f(X, Y) = (P(X, Y), Q(X, Y)) be a polynomial map. Let
k be a nonnegative integer such that deg,P<2k+l.
The standard k-transformation (change of variables) is defined by
The k-normalized form off is the polynomial map
We are now ready to prove our reduction theorem. 
Next we represent P(X, Y) as follows: This reduction theorem was proved in an effort to prove the real Jacobian conjecture. However, now we know the conjecture is false. Nevertheless it still motivates the study of asymptotic values and asymptotic curves of polynomial maps, in particular those that are X-finite or Y-finite.
Y-finite asymptotic values and asymptotic identities Proposition Let P(X, Y) = P,( Y)Xn + ... + PI (Y)X + PO(Y) E R[X, Y] and let a(t) = (X(t), Y(t)), 0 I t < 'z, be a Y,finite m~mptotic curue ofP(X, Y) that corresponds to the Y-jinite asymptotic value C. We denote lim,,, Y(t) = YO. Then (i) Y(t) = Y, + I,"=, Aj/X(t)'~~a~ + ~(X(t)-~f!~v)
as t -+x 
. AN_ 1 depend on P(X. Y) only and not on C. A, depends on P(X, Y) and on C in the following way: there is a polynomial q(X) which depends on P(X, Y) only such that q(Ak) = C. (v) The number of possible calues fijr (A,, , AN_ 1) is a jinite number which depends on P(X, Y) only (if is less than or equal to (deg, P(X, Y))"n!)
Remark 2. The construction that we shall introduce below resembles the construction in Walker [lo, p. 981; see also [l] . The difference is due to the fact that R is not algebraically closed, and so we shall take advantage of the fact that R is ordered. Moreover the correct bound in (v) above is deg, P(X, Y) [lo, Theorem 3.2, p. 1061.
Proof. We shall use the short notation X = X(t), Y = Y(t) in the proof. By the following facts, lim X = m, lim Y = Y0 is finite and lim P(X, Y) = C is finite, it follows that we have the following equations: We proceed till all the equations in (5) are used. Finally, we note that the last coefficient AN is either obtained with the aid of the top equation of (5) We are now ready to prove our theorem on the equivalence between the fact that P(X, Y) has a Y-finite asymptotic value and the fact that P(X, Y) should satisfy a corresponding asymptotic identity. Proof. One direction follows from Proposition 3 and from the remark that follows its proof (after substituting X -' for X in (ii) of that proposition with a large enough k). The other direction is easier, for if (6) holds true and if we take 
P"(Y)Xn + '.. + P1( Y)X + P,(Y,) --f c, P,(Y)X"_' + "' + P1(Y,,)-+O, PJY)X + P,FI(Yo)+O
Theorem 2. Let P(X,Y)=P,,(Y)X"+ ... +P,(Y)ER[X,Y]. A number CER is
We shall say that the mapf(X, Y) satisfies the double asymptotic identity (7).
Remark 5. The map that was constructed by Pinchuk [6] satisfies a simple double asymptotic identity. Its parameters are k = 1, A, = 0, A, = 1, a, = 1, a2 = 2, N = 2.
We are now ready to state a theorem on the geometric structure of the loci of the asymptotic values of a polynomial map over R, and to prove it. Proof. Let us consider the k-normalized form off; Fk. As we proved already in Theorem 1, Fk can have only X-finite or Y-finite asymptotic curves. We shall show
